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A photograph of “Big Valley,” a popular name for Kishacoquillas
Valley in Mifflin and Huntingdon Counties, Pa., viewed from Stone
Mountain and looking southeast across the valley. Jacks Mountain is
in the background. Iron was mined in this valley in the nineteenth
century, but evidence of this activity is now scarce (see article on
page 3).
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EDITORIAL

What Goes Around Comes Around
Gale C. Blackmer, State Geologist
Pennsylvania Geological Survey
Looking through the articles in this issue of Pennsylvania Geology, I am reminded of the many
cycles in geology and life. In the lead article, you will read about the once-flourishing iron industry in
central Pennsylvania. Iron mining and smelting was big business in many parts of Pennsylvania and was
a major contributor to the state’s economic and cultural development. Even so, with dwindling supply
and market changes, the industry died out until its remnants are found only in traces on the landscape
and in place names (Greenwood Furnace State Park comes to mind). Pennsylvania was also once a
world leader in production of chromium and zinc, but all that fell victim to the same forces. Once again,
though, changing market demands and the implications of global supply chains have raised interest in
domestic supplies of critical minerals. Our bureau is taking advantage of new federal programs to gather
geologic data that will provide information critical to understanding subsurface geology, water
resources, and environmental protection in Pennsylvania as well as mineral-resource potential.
In this issue, we say goodbye to our good friend Roger Cuffey. I knew Roger from my time as a
graduate student at Penn State, where he was a professor. Although my interests were more on the “hard
rock” side of geology, I still benefited from Roger’s kindness, wisdom, and good humor. I will
remember him fondly. While their departures are not nearly as final (thank goodness!), Stuart Reese and
Jim Shaulis retired from long careers in late March. They take much knowledge and many good
memories with them, and we hope to see them back soon to work on “passion projects.” The circle rolls
on, and you will meet our newest hires in this
issue, too. While we hate to see our retirees
go, we are thrilled with the new talent coming
in to fill the spaces they leave.
Spring is once more bursting forth across
the landscape, bringing that sight so typical of
March in Pennsylvania—snow on the
forsythia blossoms. No worries, though.
Spring will take hold, field work will kick into
high gear, and the cycle will continue.
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Historical Perspectives on Iron-Ore Mining in
Kishacoquillas Valley, Mifflin County, Pennsylvania
Paul T. Fagley, retired
Greenwood Furnace State Park
INTRODUCTION
The Kishacoquillas1 Valley in Mifflin and Huntingdon Counties of central Pennsylvania is an area
of picturesque beauty (cover photograph and Figure 1). Today, the valley remains chiefly agricultural,
with one of the larger and more diverse populations of Amish and Old Order Mennonite in
Pennsylvania. During the nineteenth century, the complex geology of the valley piqued the curiosity of
early geologists. At the same time, the valley’s rich deposits of limonite iron ores became well known
and were mined to supply local forges and furnaces, contributing to the worldwide reputation of the
nascent Juniata Iron District. However, their limited quantities could not keep up with the increasing

Figure 1. Panoramic views of Kishacoquillas Valley. Top, looking southwest, with Jacks Mountain on the left and Stone
Mountain on the right. The two mountains merge in the center of the image, approximately 20 miles (32 km) away. Bottom,
looking northeast, with the mountains reversed. Manns Narrows gap in Jacks Mountain can be seen on the far right. The two
keeled ridges can be seen in the center of the image.
1

Kishacoquillas (pronounced KISH-uh-COE-QWILL-us) was a noted friendly Shawnee chief who lived in Mifflin County in
the mid 1700s. The valley and creek are named for him. Little is recorded of his life, but one source is Sipe, C. H., 1927, The
Indian chiefs of Pennsylvania: Butler, Pa., Ziegler Printing Co., Inc., p. 117–118.
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demands of the burgeoning iron and steel industry, and by 1890, all mining had long ceased. The result
was that this part of the valley’s history is poorly documented and largely forgotten. The aim of this
article is to put together in a comprehensive story the discovery and setting of these iron ores, their
history, and their importance to the industrial development of the Juniata Valley.
JUNIATA IRON
In the first half of the nineteenth century, iron from the Juniata Valley of south-central Pennsylvania
carried a reputation as among the finest in the world.2 More than hyperbole, Juniata Iron’s reputation
was well deserved. Local furnaces smelted the region’s high-quality ores to make pig iron or castings.
Forges hammered and rolled bar iron for a variety of products.3 These ironworks were fueled with
charcoal, which was made from the stands of hardwood forests. Following the introduction of anthracite
coal and coke, demand for charcoal iron remained strong due to its superior strength and durability. The
expanding railroad industry especially favored Juniata Iron prior to the introduction of modern steel.
Significant amounts were shipped westward to Pittsburgh’s rolling mills before the first modern furnaces
were built in that region in the 1850s.
From its humble beginnings in 1786, the number of local ironworks grew and reached the peak of
production around 1828. At that time, the Juniata Iron District was producing almost half of the iron in
Pennsylvania, which equaled about 20 percent of the national output (Stine, 1964, p. 42). The emergence
of Pittsburgh’s dominance in steel in the latter half of the nineteenth century left local ironworks unable
to compete. Despite their quality, local deposits lacked the reserves of ore to supply the larger iron and
steel manufacturers so that they would remain competitive with expanding national demands, thus
helping to end ironmaking in the Juniata Valley (Fagley, 2016, p. 187–230).4
GEOGRAPHY OF THE VALLEY
Kishacoquillas Valley is an oblong-shaped enclosed geologic feature within the Ridge and Valley
physiographic province of central Pennsylvania (Figure 2). It is roughly 30 miles (48 km) long and
4 miles (6.5 km) wide at its broadest extent, and it is oriented northeast to southwest, having a slight
crescent shape. Stone5 and Front Mountains bound on the north. The latter makes up part of the southern
boundary of the “Seven Mountains,” a local geographic landmark. Jacks Mountain bounds entirely on
the south. Two keeled synclinal sandstone ridges dominate the eastern end; the northernmost consists of
Treaster, Havice, and Strong Mountains, and the southernmost consists of Thick Mountain and Knob
Ridge. These ridges define three anticlinal subvalleys (north to south)—Havice, Treaster, and New
Lancaster. In 1885, State Geologist J. Peter Lesley commented on these keeled ridges, writing that, “The
scenery is not only romantic in an artistic but in a geological sense, and an end view of the northern
spurs affords the finest illustration of the synclinal and anticlinal wave structure to be found in
Pennsylvania” (Lesley, 1885, p. lxxvii).
2

Juniata (pronounced JOO-nee-AAH-ta) Iron was contemporarily considered equal to the finest iron, which came from
Norway, Sweden, and Russia.
3
Pig and bar (wrought) iron are alloys of iron. Pig iron is a high-carbon cast iron. Traditionally, low-carbon bar iron was true
wrought iron, which could be rolled into rods and slats for making tools and other iron products. Mild steel has replaced
wrought iron in modern times.
4
Fagley (2016) contains an overall history of the Juniata Iron District by the author of this article.
5
Properly, Stone Mountain’s full name is “Standing Stone Mountain,” from the English translation of “Juniata” (Ona Jutta
Hage), meaning “Standing Stone People.” Over time, “Standing” has been omitted from the name. Likewise “Stone Valley”
is historically “Standing Stone Valley.”
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Figure 2. Lidar hillshade image of Kishacoquillas Valley, which ranges from near top right to near bottom left. Several
landmarks mentioned in this article are also shown here. Blue lines, streams and creeks; orange lines, highways; crossed pick
and shovel symbol, iron-ore banks. Cross section X-Y shown in Figure 3. Image from Pennsylvania Spatial Data Access
(2022) (www.pasda.psu.edu).

Kishacoquillas Creek and its tributaries drain most of the valley and exit through the Manns
Narrows water gap in Jacks Mountain at Reedsville, located about midway along the length of the
valley. Southwest of Allensville, Saddler Creek drains the remaining portion through the gap where
Jacks and Stone Mountains come together.
U.S. Route 322 bisects the valley at the midpoint. Although the entire valley proper is
Kishacoquillas Valley, the entire section east of U.S. Route 322 is referred to simply as “New Lancaster
Valley,” whereas the western portion is popularly called “Big Valley.”
GEOLOGY OF THE VALLEY
Kishacoquillas Valley overlies the core of a breached first-order anticline (Figure 3). “First order”
refers to an anticline or syncline wavelength that is greater than approximately 5 miles (10 km).
Limestones and dolostones generally make up most of the valley floor and dip progressively downward
closer to the ridges. Cambrian-age strata of the Gatesburg Formation lie deep under the valley floor.
Approximately 8,000 feet (2,438 m) of lower to middle Ordovician carbonate strata overlies the
Gatesburg and includes the Beekmantown, Black River, and Trenton Groups (Figure 4) (Mifflin County
Conservation District, 2003; McElroy and Hoskins, 2005). Geologists assign the following generalized
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Figure 3. Geologic cross section at Belleville. See Figure 2 for location of cross section. The Greenwood ore occurs in
fissures at the angular bend of the Axemann Formation (Oa), shown by the red arrow. The Nittany and Gatesburg Formations
(not shown) are located immediately below the Axemann Formation. The Black River and Trenton Groups are mapped
together as the Coburn through Loysburg (Ocl), undifferentiated. Stone Mountain is located to the left of the illustration and
generally mirrors Jacks Mountain. See Figure 4 for a detailed stratigraphic column. No vertical exaggeration. Modified from
McElroy and Hoskins (2005).

ages to the strata: 541 to 485 million years ago for the Cambrian period, and 485 to 443 for the lower
and middle Ordovician periods (Barnes and Sevon, 2014, p. 11–14).
The Reedsville shale overlies the carbonates at the margins and makes up the remaining valley
floor, then underlies the lower flanks of the ridges. Progressively younger strata are exposed up to the
ridge crests, through the gray sandstone of the Bald Eagle Formation and the red conglomeratic
sandstone, siltstone, and shale of the Juniata Formation, to the ridge-top exposures of Tuscarora
sandstone. The latter represents an ancient marginal-marine setting approximately 440 million years old
(D. P. Gold, 2020, personal communication). The Tuscarora is known locally for the widespread
appearance of the trace fossil Arthrophycus
alleghaniensis.
Reconstruction of the geologic history over
the last 600 million years suggests multiple
episodes of continental collisions resulting in
mountain building and subsequent erosion into
shallow seas. This erosional material makes up
most of the rocks of the ridges today. The most
recent collision involving North America and
Africa 250 to 260 million years ago (the
Alleghanian Orogeny) created the Appalachian
mountain belt, whose eroded remnants define our
current mountain topography. Geologists estimate
that a thickness of as much as 5.5 miles (9 km) of
rock has eroded away (Rose, 1995, p. 24).

Figure 4. A simplified stratigraphic column of Kishacoquillas
Valley. The Axemann Formation is the lowest exposed
member in the valley. The colored column corresponds to
Figure 3. Illustration by the author, based on a similar, more
detailed columnar illustration by Thompson (1999).
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A break in the slope approximately two thirds of the way up the ridges demarcates the contact
between the more resistant Bald Eagle Formation and less resistant Juniata Formation (McElroy and
Hoskins, 2005). The slope is flatter above the break, resembling a terrace or bench, immediately below
the Tuscarora sandstone. Visually, one can follow this break at roughly the same elevation the entire way
around the valley.
The valley’s carbonate rocks were important not only for agricultural purposes, but also for an
excellent fluxing stone for ironmaking. Several local furnaces quarried here in the nineteenth century
and throughout most of the twentieth century. The Naginey and Shrader quarries near Milroy supplied
fluxing stone to the furnaces of Bethlehem Steel Corporation at Johnstown, Pa. Though largely
abandoned today, limestone is still quarried here on a smaller scale for aggregate, construction, and
commercial use.
FIRST GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATIONS
British-born and -trained Richard Cowling Taylor (1789–1851) was the first geologist known to
scientifically explore the valley, six years prior to the First Geological Survey of Pennsylvania
(1836–42) (abbreviated in this paper as the First Geological Survey). Intrigued by the unusual
topography, he returned in 1834 and postulated that the valley once contained an ancient lake several
hundred feet in depth, with its shoreline at the break. He found it odd that the main drainage of the
valley was not at the ends, but midway along one side and at a right angle to the length of the valley. He
believed that an earthquake fractured the mountain, and a large burst of water rapidly drained the lake as
it cut its way through 450 feet (137 m) of hard rock (Taylor, 1835).
In his report, Taylor only briefly mentioned the valley’s ore deposits, saying, “Hydrates of iron,
chiefly in the form of rich pipe ore, occur in this valley contiguous to the limestone. Haematites [sic]
also exist in the same situations. Another variety has been found on Jacks Mountain, near the Juniata
narrows [better known as “Jacks Narrows” near Mt. Union]. The two former varieties are manufactured
at furnaces situated within this valley” (Taylor, 1835, p. 200–201).
By the time of the Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania (1874–89) (abbreviated in this paper
as the Second Geological Survey), geologists had dismissed Taylor’s ancient lake hypothesis in favor of
the break being formed by erosion. Taylor and his contemporaries had not yet appreciated the role of
erosion in shaping morphology, so it is understandable that he was trying to make sense of the region’s
complex landscape when its structure was at best poorly understood. Lesley later recognized his
contributions to early geology in Pennsylvania, saying that Taylor, “was the forerunner of the First
Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, and the best of the early geologists of the United States” (Lesley,
1876, p. 48).
HYDROLOGIC SETTING
The valley floor is a relatively flat karst landscape (a landscape formed by the dissolution of
carbonate rocks and characterized by underground drainage systems) having subsurface drainage and
containing only a few surface or intermittent streams. Kishacoquillas Creek flows eastward along the
foot of Jacks Mountain in the less resistant Reedsville shale for nearly its entire course. Likewise,
tributary Honey Creek flows in the opposite direction. The two creeks merge at Reedsville just before
passing through Manns Narrows, where Kishacoquillas Creek soon joins the Juniata River at Lewistown
(Figure 2). Several streams flow off the surrounding mountains and disappear into sinkholes in the
valley floor. The largest of these is Laurel Creek (also known as Laurel Run), which originates in the
Seven Mountains immediately north of the valley. It feeds a municipal reservoir alongside U.S. Route
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322 before disappearing into a sinkhole near Milroy. Geologists estimate that about 80 percent of the
runoff from mountain streams enters the ground into sinkholes or by infiltration (Mifflin County
Conservation District, 2003, p. 3).
Numerous cave systems exist deep in the ground, with most filled with groundwater (Mifflin
County Conservation District, 2003, p. 3). One well-known cave in New Lancaster Valley is Alexander
Caverns. It is noteworthy, as it was once open as a commercial cavern between 1926 and 1954 and was
billed as “The Carlsbad of Pennsylvania.” It had a “dry” section, with a man-made entrance, and a “wet”
section, where tourists viewed the cave by boat. It once competed with nearby Penns Cave as the
commonwealth’s other “see it by boat” cavern. Honey Creek emerges from Mammoth Spring at the
natural mouth of the cave. This is the third-largest spring in Pennsylvania, with a discharge rate of more
than 14,000 gallons (53,000 liters) per minute (Kochanov, 2010, p. 15).
Another nearby cavern was Naginey Cave, discovered in 1868. A local tourist attraction in the years
following its discovery, historical accounts describe it as one of the most beautiful caves in
Pennsylvania. Sadly, by the 1920s, expanding limestone quarrying had overtaken the cave, and it no
longer exists. However, several formations were rescued from it and were a once part of a cave
recreation exhibit at the Carnegie Museum in Pittsburgh.
GEOLOGIC FORMATION OF LOCAL IRON ORE
Locally, a number of iron-rich deposits, historically known as “ore banks,” were mined to supply
the region’s ironmaking industry. These are classified into two genetic categories, primary and
secondary ores. Primary ores consist mainly of hematite deposited with the host rock, such as in Stone
Valley to the north, where Silurian-age Clinton-type “red fossiliferous hematite” ore (Rose Hill and
Keefer Formations) was mined (also called “flax-seed” or “oolitic” iron ores) (White, 1885, p. 239–245,
251–253).
In contrast, secondary deposits are residual in nature and consist mainly of limonite and goethite.
Historically, limonite was often referred to as “brown hematite” due to its yellow-brown color and streak
(for example, see Lesley, 1874, and White, 1885, p. 252). In the valleys to the south, residual limonitic ore
was found in association with the younger Devonian-age Marcellus Formation (Dewees, 1878, p. 59–
81). Magnetite and other types of iron-bearing deposits do not occur locally, at least not as ores of iron.
ORES IN KISHACOQUILLAS VALLEY
In a First Geological Survey publication, State Geologist Henry Darwin Rogers wrote that
Kishacoquillas Valley was “. . . a limestone valley of great beauty, and interesting for the abundance and
purity of its iron ores . . .” (Rogers, 1839, p. 53). These ores consisted mainly of either limonite group
minerals, primarily as an iron oxy-hydroxide with a general composition of FeO(OH)•nH2O, or more
specifically as goethite FeO(OH). These are generally known as “Cambro-Ordovician” iron ores, as they
occur in both the Cambrian and the Ordovician Periods (Hopkins, 1900, p. 2).
Limonite is usually found as residual deposits embedded in unconsolidated sand and clay above the
underlying limestone, making its discovery a matter of chance. This was the case in nearby Nittany
Valley, for example, where the ore was found in scattered pockets. Therefore, early geologists thought it
had no fixed relation to the limestone underneath (Rogers, 1840, p. 91). This led them to speculate that
the ore was eroded from the mountains, with massive floods transporting ore over uneven terrain to the
valley floor below. In those days, many geologists were still tied to the notion of a “great deluge,” which
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they believed would account for what they observed (Lesley, 1874, p. 10; 1876, p. 9–10, 82).6 Even
today, there is still much debate as to the exact processes that formed these residual ores, but there is
general agreement that they may have originated as “bog iron,” implying deposition in ponds or marshes
from iron-rich acidic solutions derived from prolonged weathering of carbonate rocks (Lindgren, 1913,
p. 234–237; Jensen and Bateman, 1979, p. 593; Rose, 1995, p. 32–35; Inners, 1999).
Unlike elsewhere, the ores of Kishacoquillas Valley were found in linear fissures formed by the
angular bending of the limestone strata that coincided with three anticlinal axes: two minor ones in the
northern part, and the main axis in the southern part. No explanation was given by the First Geological
Survey as to why they were found this way, though Rogers noted that, “. . . the ore is so dependent on
the geological structure that its range can be determined with scientific accuracy” (Rogers, 1840, p. 91;
1858, p. 479).
Not until 1891 did Lesley speculate, “. . . that the valley’s erosion had not been carried down deep
enough into the magnesian (Chazy) part of the formation. The fact is, the Trenton is so thick and the
dips are usually so low, that the Chazy has but little chance to reach the present surface” (Lesley, 1892,
p. 422).7
Interestingly, an alternate origin hypothesis was postulated early on, but languished for many years.
In 1838, Dr. Robert M. S. Jackson, an assistant with the First Geological Survey, came to believe that in
the valleys of central Pennsylvania he examined, the limonite formed in place by the chemical and
mechanical decomposition of the limestone and was always associated with a particular limestone bed.8
He noted that the ore was found in depressions buried in the ground and interpreted them as filled-in
fissures or paleo-sinkholes. Unfortunately, he died before he could publish his work, so his remarkable
discovery would remain practically unknown. Four decades later, geologists came to similar
interpretations, independently confirming the work of Jackson. Of his predecessor, Lesley recognized
him for his “singular and erratic genius” in coming to his remarkable discovery (Lesley, 1876,
p. 81–84).9
SETTING-BASED CLASSIFICATION OF ORE
In his article, “Genesis of the Ores” (Rose, 1995, p. 29–38), Arthur W. Rose linked the “early” settingbased classification into a genetic model (Figure 5). Unlike ore veins as layers within rock strata,
limonite is a highly variable mineraloid usually found as clasts (fragments a fraction of an inch to 4
inches [1 to 10 cm] in diameter), broken pieces, solid lumps, and pipelike structures within a substrate of
unconsolidated clay or sand. The most likely explanation is that as the bedrock limestone chemically
6

Many early geologists tried to reconcile the Biblical narrative of the Noah flood with the emerging study of the geological
record. However, it became apparent that while some geological features could be explained by localized floods, no
evidence existed then or now for a single worldwide massive flood.
7
Lesley cited “d’Invilliers’ Report F3, 1891, p. 237” as the source for this statement. However, the citation actually
referenced the preceding part of the paragraph on the ore banks being abandoned, saying nothing of why the ore is not more
common. The term “Chazy” is found in the original source and is included to retain the original verbiage of the quote. The
Chazy is now part of the Beekmantown Group.
8
While the Second Geological Survey did not specify which bed was referred to, it is likely the Beekmantown Group.
9
Robert M. S. Jackson was born in 1815 in Huntingdon County. After graduating from Jefferson Medical College in 1838, he
served as an assistant geologist for the First Geological Survey for five years. He later moved to western Pennsylvania,
became a surgeon during the Civil War, and died of pneumonia in January 1865. While some of his work made its way
uncredited into First Geological Survey (1836–42) publications and The Geology of Pennsylvania (Rogers, 1858), the bulk
of his surveys remains unpublished and forgotten today. Lesley, who apparently knew Jackson, later recognized the
importance of his discoveries and commented on them in Second Geological Survey publications.
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eroded, the iron dissolved and was redeposited in situ
as grains or lumps within insoluble clay. Some would
also be redeposited as goethite. Lateral transport of
iron in solution toward paleo-sinkholes is inferred,
and iron would be deposited on cavern surfaces as
coatings of limonitic crusts. As the caverns collapsed
due to dissolution of underlying bedrock, the
coatings would fragment. Over eons of time, the
carbonate rocks dissolved away, leaving the limonite
as the pipelike structures.

Figure 5. Diagram showing how wash ore, lump ore, and
pipe ore were found in relation to each other and to the
geologic setting in Kishacoquillas Valley. Depths are
approximate. See Figure 4 for an explanation of the units.
Illustration by the author, based on a similar illustration
by Rose (1995).

This meant that miners excavated the ore nearly
vertically, and although its location was often
traceable, it was only in pockets where the quality
and quantity of the ore made it profitable. This led
miners to give the ore descriptive names—“wash
ore,” “lump ore,” and “pipe ore”—depending on
where and how it was found in the ground (Figure 5)
(d’Invilliers, 1884, p. 134–138). Wash ore and lump
ore are no longer considered separate genetic types.

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE THREE TYPES OF ORE
Wash ore is usually found in the upper layers of clay and sand as pieces of ore underneath relatively
barren topsoil. Wash ore ranges from grain size to nodules 0.5 inch (1 cm) to 5 inches (10 cm) in size.
The name originally came from the belief that the ore “washed in” during flood deposition (Lesley,
1876, p. 81A). Later on, the term also referred to ore that was washed of clay in order to be usable. Wash
ore lacks a regular structure, and it occurs as a jumbled mix of sand, clay, and fragments (clasts) of ore
cemented together (Figure 6). Most wash ore consists of goethite, although it can also include pieces of
hematite, lump ore, and pipe ore (Rose, 1995, p. 28).
Lump ore occurs as solid masses
embedded in clay on top of the bedrock
limestone layers (Figure 7). A direct or
near-direct association with the limestone
is inferred.
Pipe ore is a term applied to two
different yet related structures likely
formed in cave environments. The first is
masses showing a linear structure
resembling parallel lumpy strands of
spaghetti. The second type is hollow
pipelike structures, apparently formed
from redeposition of goethite or hematite
as a coating over stalactitic formations,
which later dissolved away. They are

Figure 6. Specimens of wash ore from the Greenwood ore banks. Left,
ore grains cemented together with iron oxy-hydroxides and clay; middle
and right, goethite. Specimens donated to Greenwood Furnace State
Park by Ore Bank Farm.
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(Figure 8) (Hopkins, 1900, p. 4). Pipe ore was the purest, locally
averaging 65 percent iron.
HISTORY OF ORE MINING IN THE VALLEY
Iron ore was first identified south of Belleville around 1800,
most likely when wash ore turned up as fields were plowed for
planting. Practical experience then led early ironmakers to reason
that more ore would be found deeper in the ground.

Freedom Forge, established in 1810 at present-day Burnham,
was the first to mine the ore.10 Several deeds record the firm buying
ore rights and land from local farmers, totaling 15 acres. These
would become
Figure 7. Specimen of lump ore from
collectively known
the Greenwood ore banks. Specimen
as the “Greenwood
donated to Greenwood Furnace State
banks”11 (Figure
Park by Ore Bank Farm.
9). The ores there
were found to be of excellent quality and helped
Freedom Forge grow and prosper, contributing to the
early global reputation of Juniata Iron (Fagley, 1995,
p. 38). By the mid-nineteenth century, the “Greenwood
ores” were celebrated for their quality.
With this reputation, more ironworks sprang up in
the area. Near Milroy, Marion Furnace was started in
1828. As the ore near the furnace contained detrimental
pyrite, the owners began mining ore in the Greenwood
banks instead. In 1838, the owners abandoned this
furnace and built Brookland Furnace near McVeytown,
in Ferguson Valley (Ellis and Hungerford, 1886, p. 561).
Finding little ore near their new furnace, they
continued to mine and ship ore by wagon 20 miles over
Jacks Mountain from Belleville (Ellis and Hungerford,
1886, p. 598). Eventually, quality ore was found near
their furnace, and their Greenwood banks was sold.

Figure 8. Specimens of pipe ore. The left specimen
from the Greenwood ore banks has a linear structure.
The middle specimen is iron-crusted cave soda straws.
The right specimen is a hollow, pipelike structure. The
latter two specimens are from an unknown source;
however, they closely match historic descriptions of
pipe ore found in Kishacoquillas Valley. Left specimen
donated to Greenwood Furnace State Park by Ore
Bank Farm; middle and right specimens donated by Dr.
Robert Altamura.

When the Freedom Iron Works put Greenwood
Furnace into operation on June 5, 1834 (Africa, 1883, p. 297), it was run primarily on the Greenwood
ores until 1839, when excellent quality hematite was found near the furnace. The owners soon
discovered that mixing these two ores made an even better quality iron. Various mixtures were
10

Freedom Forge, Freedom Iron Works, Freedom Iron Company, Freedom Iron and Steel Company, and Logan Iron and
Steel Company, in order, are within the succession of companies between Freedom Forge (1810) and Standard Steel
(present).
11
The term “Greenwood ore” was well known by the mid-1830s. “Greenwood” was the original name of Belleville, and it
persisted well into the 1860s in reference to the vicinity surrounding the town. It was also the source of Greenwood
Furnace’s name.
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For example, for forge iron, one third to
one half pipe ore was mixed with two
thirds to one half hematite. For castings,
only hematite was used (White, 1885,
p. 253).

Initially, miners found it difficult to
remove wash ore from the clay. Various
methods were tried, but mostly wash ore
was simply tossed aside. Then in 1842,
Centre County ironmaster Abraham S.
Valentine developed an auger-like ore
washer that made recovery
economically feasible (Linn, 1883,
Figure 9. Section of a historic map of Union Township showing the
p. 435). By 1860, the company had a
locations of ore mines and company-owned housing, marked as “Logan
Iron and Steel Co.” and “L.I. and S. Co.” From Nichols (1877); courtesy water-powered ore washer in
of the Mifflin County Historical Society and Ancestor Tracks
Kishacoquillas Creek, east of the
(https://ancestortracks.com/Mifflin-Juniata_1877Atlas.html).
intersection of Middle Road and Wills
Road (Figure 10). A crude tramway
conveyed the ore to the washer (Lewistown Gazette, 1860).12 Six years later, a second one was in
operation at the lower end of the mine, run by steam (Lewistown Gazette, 1866).
CANAL AND RAILROAD PROPOSALS
Excitement at being able to better exploit the ores must have run high during 1828 when Col.
DeWitt Clinton surveyed a potential alternate route for the Pennsylvania canal system through the
valley. Clinton reported that this route was “wholly impractical” (Clinton, 1829a, p. 70) and would be
difficult and expensive to build. Secondly, he expressed concern that, as the valley is composed of
limestone, “. . . the permanency and usefulness of the canal passing through such treacherous strata
would be greatly jeopardized” (Clinton, 1829b, p. 123). No canal was ever built in the valley; instead, it
paralleled the Juniata River.
A decade later, Col. Charles L. Schlatter (the principal engineer of the Canal Commission, in charge
of surveying three railroad routes across Pennsylvania) surveyed two possible alternate routes through
the valley for a cross-state railroad. The “Kishacoquillas Valley Route” would parallel its length to Mill
Creek, and the “Stone Mountain Route” would go through tunnels in Stone Mountain into Stone Valley
to the northwest (Schlatter, 1842, p. 233, 238–250). The valley route passed near the Greenwood banks,
certainly close enough for an easy rail connection (Schlatter, 1841, p. 11).13 Even the Amish of the
valley were in favor of the proposed railroad, as it would open new markets, making it easier to get their
farm produce and livestock to market.
Ultimately, similar to the canal, the mainline of the Pennsylvania Railroad (PRR), now Norfolk
Southern Railroad, followed the Juniata River. Undaunted, residents continued to press on for a rail line.
12

The surmised location of the streambed washer and tramway is shown on Figure 10, based on information from newspapers
and local informants. No evidence of either can be seen today.
13
In the report, it is stated that the route “passes one-half mile south of the village of Greenwood [Belleville],” placing it
within the immediate vicinity of several ore banks.
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Figure 10. Aerial image from 1938 showing the locations and remains of the Holliday, Greenwood, and Stroup ore banks
along the line of the anticlinal axis, shown as a gold dashed line. Landmarks are also noted. Blue lines, streams and creeks;
upper red line, Kishacoquillas Valley Railroad (KVRR). Background image from the Penn Pilot Historical Aerial Photo
Library, now housed at Pennsylvania Spatial Data Access (2022) (www.pasda.psu.edu).

In June of 1860, the fervor to build a railroad and the over-optimism expressed by local residents led
to a humorously satirical “Letter to the Editor” in a local paper (Lewistown Gazette, 1860). The writer
opined,
“Among other signs of progress might be stated the fact that there is now in Kishacoquillas valley a
railroad completed and in full operation! Do you say it is a hoax? Well, then, just come out here and
rusticate a few days and you can see the thing ‘alive and kicking.’ That well known and enterprising
firm, the Freedom Iron Company, in order to increase their facilities for washing ore, have built a
railroad from their ore-bank to the creek south of this village—a distance of about half a mile, all told—
over which they are now transporting ‘the dust’ to their new erected washing-machine. The locomotives
used are real live things that can move backward, forward or sideways, and bray too.”

There were several other railroad proposals that never came to fruition. In 1866, William H. Irwin
surveyed a route from Lewistown to Selinsgrove with the intent of transporting anthracite coal to
Lewistown to increase local iron production. He proposed connecting to the recently opened Mifflin and
Centre County Railroad, and recommended a branch from Reedsville to provide access to the iron ores
near Belleville. Irwin published two articles, stating in the first, “In Kishacoquillas Valley there are
immense beds of stalactitic iron ore yielding an iron of great value . . .” (Irwin, 1866a). A week later, he
added, “. . . a railroad through West Kishacoquillas will bring into market at a much cheaper rate than
present, not only all the farm produce of this very fertile district, but also the highly valuable stalactitic
iron ore so abundant there . . .” (Irwin, 1866b). Irwin’s route was eventually built as the Sunbury and
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Lewistown Railroad. Other investors incorporated Irwin’s proposed Reedsviile to Belleville branch as
the “Kishacoquillas Railroad” in 1868, but it failed when its major investor, the Freedom Iron Company,
went bankrupt in 1870 (Lewistown Gazette, 1868, 1870).
In 1884, the “Seaboard, Pennsylvania, and Western RR” was proposed to transport anthracite coal
from Ashland, Schuylkill County, to Pittsburgh. The intended route passed through the valley. It soon
fizzled, and it was abandoned by 1887 (Altoona Tribune, 1887).
Finally, in 1893, the Kishacoquillas Valley Railroad (KVRR) opened from Reedsville to Belleville.
During construction, the railroad said that the line would likely be extended a few miles from Belleville
to develop new large deposits of good ore (Railroad Gazette, 1892). It is not known which deposits are
referenced, as all previous workings had been long abandoned, and there is no evidence that any new ore
mining commenced after the railroad was built.
THE PRINCIPAL ORE BANKS
Although there are anecdotal references to small ore workings up and down the valley, six ore banks
are mentioned by the First and Second Geological Surveys.
Ore Bank on Samuel McNitt Farm—This was an outcrop mined for the Marion Furnace in the
mouth of Treaster (nee Orr) Valley, near Siglerville. It was located along the first north anticlinal axis,
and the First Geological Survey described it as being overturned and crushed, and containing “sulphuret
of iron” (iron pyrite). Sulfur remaining in iron makes it brittle while forging in a heated state. This may
account for the short period of operation of this furnace. This bank was abandoned along with the
furnace in 1838 (Rogers, 1840, p. 92; Ellis and Hungerford, 1886, p. 561).
Davis’ Ore Bank—Best estimates place this bank along the second north anticlinal axis, about one
mile east of Barrville (Rogers, 1840, p. 91). It reportedly yielded about 800 tons of mostly pipe ore,
found as perpendicular pipes and stalactitic stems. The ore was smelted at Greenwood Furnace and was
exhausted by 1838 (Rogers, 1858, p. 479).14 It may have been later quarried for limestone (d’Invilliers,
1888).15
Holliday’s Ore Bank—This deposit was in the Axemann Formation along the southern main
anticlinal axis, next to a gristmill then owned by Samuel Holliday and later by John Yoder (see Figure
10). When examined during the First Geological Survey, limestone was visible on both sides of the cut,
dipping in opposite directions (Rogers, 1858, p. 479). A small amount of fluorspar was also found here
by Rogers. The ore was reported to be of a good quality. An 1849 advertisement for the sale of the
gristmill mentions the Holliday bank and a nearby “Reed ore bank” (Lewistown Gazette, 1849). The
latter may have been a small working on a nearby farm. Both Freedom Iron Works and the owners of
Marion and Brookland Furnaces mined here. The bank was abandoned before 1860 and is no longer
visible.
Greenwood Ore Banks—These two workings were located on the Ore Bank Farm (the proper
name of the farm containing them), a mile southwest of Belleville, within the Axemann Formation
(Figure 11). They were the best known and the only ones sampled during the First and Second
Geological Surveys (see Appendix). The anticlinal axis on which they were mined plunged an average
14
15

Apparently, this bank only supplied Greenwood Furnace and was worked for no more than four or five years.
The referenced map shows a limestone quarry owned by Logan Iron and Steel Company at or near the surmised location of
this bank.
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of 15° to 20° northwest along its
length, but at the ore banks they were
observed to dip only 10° (Lesley, 1892,
p. 421). From an initial 15 acres, they
had expanded to over 91 acres by the
time they were abandoned before 1890.
Twenty company houses and several
stables were located around these
mines, which are all gone today
(Figures 9 and 10).

In these banks, miners first
removed the topsoil, where they
encountered wash ore. As they reached
bedrock, miners found a hard, compact
lump ore. At around 50 feet (24 m) in
Figure 11. The Greenwood ore banks, circa 1900, long after
depth, they came upon pure white sand
abandonment. Photograph courtesy of the Kishacoquillas Valley
varying in thickness from 18 inches (46
Historical Society.
cm) to more than 3 feet (1 m) (White,
1885, p. 252).16 Underneath, the
distinctive stalactitic pipe ores were found in yellow clay and were taken out to depths of over 80 feet
(24 m). Some of the pipe ore reportedly had mammillary projections on the sides (White, 1885, p. 252).
Miners sought lump and pipe ore, making it the most profitable for them, as they were paid by the ton.
Though collectively known as the Greenwood banks, they also had individual names, as described
below.
Old Hall and Rawle Bank. This was the largest and longest-lived in the valley. Opened around
1810, it was dug to depths of 80 feet (24 m) and more. Unlike the other workings, this bank
reportedly got thicker the deeper it went. The ore varied from wash ore to pure unmixed lump ore,
pipe ore, and irregular masses (White, 1885, p. 252).
Patton and Company Ore Bank, Later Brookland Furnace Ore Bank (1). Located immediately
west of the above bank (Figure 10), co-owner William Patton opened this bank to supply Marion
Furnace and later Brookland Furnace before selling them to Logan Iron and Steel Company
(Rogers, 1840, p. 91–92; 1858, p. 479; Ellis and Hungerford, 1886, p. 561, 598). Marion Furnace
was still in blast during the early years of the First Geological Survey. As the ore bank near the
furnace contained pyrite, it made sense for Patton to seek better ore, and the Greenwood banks were
already well-known at this time.
Brookland Furnace Ore Bank (2), Later Stroup Ore Bank—This bank, totaling 9.5 acres in size,
was located a mile southwest of the Greenwood banks, with which it was later identified. It was a few
hundred yards north of Jericho Road (Figure 10), which was likely built to service this bank. It was
opened in the mid-1850s to supply Brookland Furnace and later the Logan Iron and Steel Company. The
ore mined was mostly pipe ore.
16

In all the geologic publications of the time, White is the only one to describe (albeit briefly) this “pure white sand” layer,
and only in relation to these banks. Though not specified, it is likely a quartz sand.
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According to local legend, Jericho Road got its name during the active years of mining. The miners
were prone to getting drunk, and it was common for them to confront passersby on this road. In the
legend, they accosted an Amish man. As he lay along the road, another Amish man came to his aid. The
incident reminded them of the Biblical parable of the Good Samaritan, so the Amish started the tradition
of calling it “Jericho Road.” This story was related orally to the author by several individuals, mostly
Amish, who lived near the road.
Unnamed Bank—This was a small ore working located about 3 miles (5 km) farther west in
Menno Township (d’Invilliers, 1888). The Second Geological Survey briefly noted it as an old working,
with the exposed limestone dipping 40° southeast. The surveyor noted chunks of “wash hematite ore of
the pipe variety” (d’Invilliers, 1891, p. 242) strewn around the opening, and indicated that it apparently
yielded little if any quantity of ore. This bank was probably worked during the 1850s or 1860s for
Brookland Furnace. Its location was noted on a map accompanying a report (d’Invilliers, 1888). This
working had been long abandoned when it was surveyed. There was no information on the quantity
mined or who worked it.
LAST YEARS OF MINING ACTIVITY
The Logan Iron and Steel Company last worked the Greenwood banks for their Greenwood Furnace
into the late 1880s. In those final years, it became increasingly difficult and expensive to mine so deep,
and the amount of ore dwindled. By 1890, all of the banks were totally abandoned (d’Invilliers, 1891,
p. 237–238). The hoped-for riches from iron-ore mining never came to be, and no additional deposits
were ever mined.
CONCLUSION
It has been more than 130 years since the last iron ore was mined in the valley, and few visible signs
remain. Some of the old workings on the Ore Bank Farm were quarried for limestone in the 1930s and
1940s. Since then, the pits have been filled in and are now farmed over. Only a small area of the Patton
bank remains (Figure 12), and it is only a few feet deep. The owners graciously donated several samples
of ore found strewn on the surface to Greenwood Furnace State Park for educational use. In their

Figure 12. All that remains of the
Greenwood ore banks on the Ore Bank
Farm (its location is shown on Figure
10). At one time, these pits were up to 80
feet (24 m) in depth.
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heyday, the iron ores of Kishacoquillas Valley were important to the Juniata Iron industry, and they
made some of the best iron in the world.
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APPENDIX
Original Analyses of Ores From the Greenwood Banks
Hall and Rawle bank—sampled circa 1836 (from Rogers, 1841, p. 112–113)
Description: Hard, granular, porous; grains round, internally compact; color brown, with lighter
colored interstitial deposit
Composition in 100 parts
Per oxide of iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82.88
Alumina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.53
Silica and insoluble matter . . . . . . . . . 4.21
Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.38
TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Specimen contained 57.47 percent metallic iron
Greenwood ore banks—sampled circa 1879 (from White, 1885, p. 252)
The following is an analysis of pipe ore from the Greenwood ore bank, “ . . . made for the Logan
Iron and Steel Company, by Prof. O. D. Allen.”
Sesquioxide of iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67.63
Sesquioxide of manganese . . . . . . . .
.34
Cobalt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace
Silica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.61
Phosphoric acid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.236
Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.64
TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95.456
Metallic iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47.34
Manganese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.23
Phosphorus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.107
Phosphorus to iron as .226 to 100
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Active Volcanoes . . . In Pennsylvania?
Adam J. Ianno
Pennsylvania Geological Survey
INTRODUCTION. Inland and distant from tectonic boundaries, Pennsylvania is not well known in the
geological community for its volcanic activity. Despite this, “ice volcanoes” are a phenomenon wellknown to those who frequent the southern shore of Lake Erie during the winter. These volcanoes are not
volcanoes in the traditional sense of molten rock and ash; they are cones of ice, sand, rock, and snow
formed when wind and wave action sprays and freezes water into shapes that resemble volcanoes.
Because these features have somewhat ambiguous shapes and there are not many firsthand
observations of how they form, these terrestrial features have also been locally referred to as mounds,
cones, and dunes. These terms do not convey the mechanisms of formation particularly well, so I follow
the standard of referring to them as “volcanoes” as referred to by Fahnestock and others (1973) in their
discussion of features found offshore of New York.
As detailed in the 1973 article by Fahnestock and others, ice volcanoes form when the air
temperature is below freezing but the water is still liquid, the wind direction is toward the shore at
greater than 11 meters/second, and there is lake ice anchored to land (also known as “fast ice”) for
waves to break against. Weather conditions in Presque Isle State Park in Erie, Pa., created chains of ice
volcanoes that were observed on February 12 and 13, 2022.
ICE VOLCANOES IN PENNSYLVANIA. The ice volcano shown in Figure 1 is roughly one meter
tall from its base, approximately one meter wide at its “caldera” rim, and five meters from the shore. The
slush, small ice blocks, and thin ice in the background all formed overnight. Ice volcanoes form when
waves break against fast ice, gradually building up a large levee that is tallest near the water and slopes
gradually away. The irregular scalloped shape
of this ice levee causes waves to focus energy
on the recessed surfaces of the levee that are
more inland. Here, the water, slush, beach
sand, and ice blocks crash against the funneled
surface, resulting in some of this material
being deposited on top of the ice levee and
frozen into place, and the remainder draining
through a lake-facing vent. Even one wave can
add several centimeters of new material to a
volcano. With enough time and sustained
wind, a large ice volcano of up to 5–10 meters
can form.
Although shown as refrozen (Figure 2,
Figure 1. A well-formed, representative ice volcano.
right side), open water during a period of
warm weather earlier in the week was able to
reach the ice volcanoes. Wave action then caused some disintegration of the ice volcanoes into ice
blocks. The glistening and polished surfaces of the foreground volcanoes indicate new accretion before
the lake rapidly froze over the night before. Note the vents in the central throats that face the lake. If
temperatures remained consistently cold after this photograph was taken, a new ice levee and set of ice
volcanoes could form off to the right of the photograph.
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One of the extinct
ice volcanoes is
approximately 2.5
meters high from its
base, 1.5 meters wide
at its crater, and 10
meters from shore
(Figures 3 and 4). This
feature is included in
the nearer of two
parallel chains of ice
volcanoes, and the
blocky rubble shown at
the base indicates a
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Figure 2. Older ice volcanoes reinvigorated by a recent thaw and refreezing.

deposition of a “conglomerate” of lake
water, slushy blocks, rounded ice
cobbles, and a matrix of lake sand
during the formation of a new ice levee
behind the farther ice-volcano chain.
Chains of ice volcanoes and ice levees
can protect beaches at Presque Isle
State Park from erosion during winter
storms.

Figure 3. Internal structure of an ice volcano.

discovery of possible
cryovolcanoes on Pluto,
Titan, Ceres, Europa,
Enceladus, Triton,
Quaoar, and other icy
bodies in the solar
system. The image here
(Figure 5) may resemble
the surface of Jupiter’s
moons Ganymede and
Callisto; both are silicate
bodies with water-ice
crusts and paradoxically

CRYOVOLCANISM. Volcanism
where nonsilicate volatiles are erupted
into an environment below their
freezing point is generally referred to as
“cryovolcanism.” While technically
applicable to circumstances at Lake
Erie, this term may be more familiar to
those following scientific developments
in planetary science, such as the

Figure 4. The exterior of the ice volcano in Figure 3. The base of this volcano is
approximately 8 meters wide.
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dark albedos. In the case of Jupiter’s
moons, impacts from foreign bodies
and/or clays from the silicate crust coat
the surface and darken it. At Presque Isle
State Park, wind and water help to cover
sand over snow and ice.
A FRIENDLY REMINDER. Winter
signs in Presque Isle State Park warn
visitors to avoid climbing on ice
volcanoes; this is due to the inherent
instability of these ice features. As the
central conduit of an active ice volcano
is liquid water, it is very possible to fall
into Lake Erie. If you intend to explore
ice volcanoes on the Great Lakes, please
heed posted regulations and take every
safety precaution to avoid hypothermia,
injury, and even drowning.

Figure 5. Footsteps onto a presumed beach. A thin coating of windblown and water-sprayed sand covers an obscured snow drift that is
more than 20 centimeters deep.
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IN MEMORIAM

A Tribute to Dr. Roger J. Cuffey
Charles E. Miller, Jr.
State College, Pennsylvania
Dr. Roger J. Cuffey, Emeritus Professor of Paleontology at The Pennsylvania State University, died
on January 1, 2022. He is probably best remembered for his 40 years at Penn State, where he mentored
and did research. His courses included Historical Geology, Stratigraphy, Paleontology, Paleoecology,
Dinosaurs, independent studies, and cross-country field trips. In June 2007 he retired, but he continued
publishing, leading and attending field trips, editing and advising for others, and attending conferences.
Although he specialized in
fossil bryozoans, his
paleontological research was
diverse. Other published research
topics included fossil fish, insects,
dinosaur footprints, military
geology (as at Gettysburg), and
Pleistocene vertebrates. In the early
1970s, he gained much attention
for the latter, which included
studies of a mastodon found near
Frankstown, Pa. He authored more
than 300 articles and monographs.
For the Pennsylvania
Geological Survey, he published
numerous articles in Pennsylvania
Roger Cuffey in 2009, pointing out something at one of his favorite places,
Geology, in several guidebooks of
Gettysburg, Pa. Photograph by John H. Barnes.
the Field Conference of
Pennsylvania Geologists, and in
open-file reports. He also edited manuscripts by others that the Survey published.
His research contributions are widely recognized. Since 1975, he was a fellow of the Geological
Society of America (GSA). For his work in paleobryozoology, two fossil bryozoan species are named in
his honor. The Late Ordovician bryozoan Cuffeyella arachnoidea is from the Cincinnati region.
Diplotrypa cuffeyi is from Middle Ordovician strata of the Canadian Arctic. In 2019, he was presented
with the Albert Nelson Marquis Lifetime Achievement Award and listed in Marquis Who’s Who, the
world’s premier publisher of biographical profiles. He has also been cited in the second edition of Who’s
Who in Science and Engineering and in the fourth edition of Who’s Who in American Education. In
1989, he received the Outstanding Teaching Award at Penn State. The Department of Earth and
Atmospheric Sciences of Indiana University awarded him the Owen Award in 2003. This honor is given
to distinguished alumni of the department. His most-cited work is a 1985 Geology article presenting an
expanded classification for carbonate reef-rock textures.
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He was a longtime member and past president of the International Bryozoology Association and
also a member of the Paleontological Society, the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology, and the Society for
Sedimentary Geology. Dr. Cuffey served as a book-review editor for the Paleontological Society’s
Journal of Paleontology from 1970 to 1975.
While at Penn State, Dr. Cuffey also served for 10 years on the Treatise on Invertebrate
Paleontology advisory committee at the University of Kansas. He later was a visiting research professor
at the Jianghan Petroleum Institute, now part of Yangtze University, in Hubei, China, in 1997.
Additionally, Dr. Cuffey served on numerous committees and advisory boards and participated in many
national and international conferences throughout his career.
To say he impacted people is an understatement. Roger Cuffey was a people person. A favorite story
is how a young girl and her parents went fossil collecting with him. That young girl, Isabel Montanez,
later became president of GSA (2017–18) and a distinguished geologist. She wrote: “He is SINGLE
HANDEDLY the reason I went to college to be a paleontologist. Somewhere in the process I became
intrigued with paleoclimatology but my past decade of publications illustrates how much the ‘life’ part
of the Earth system is at my core.” The seed for this aspect of Cuffey’s personality may have been sown
when he was a young boy. He took fossils to Dr. Tom Perry at Indiana University. Dr. Perry took the
time to help, and he eventually became Cuffey’s doctoral advisor. Cuffey also took the time to help. He
was always very kind, encouraging, and helpful to literally anybody who was interested in fossils,
geology, and other topics. He treated everybody as if they were all equally important. The great deal of
time and energy he spent helping students, colleagues, and others advanced their lives and careers. His
influence can be seen in his former students and in his two sons. Both sons are geologists. Outside the
classroom, Dr. Cuffey mentored and advised many young students. He gave talks to area civic
organizations and advised pharmaceutical regulatory agencies on calcareous fossils and industrial
organizations concerning paleontologically oriented materials and issues. Dr. Cuffey also evaluated
properties, estates, and public lands for paleontological resources for various organizations.
He had been a captain in the U.S. Army and had specialized training in the chemical corps, ending
as an epidemiological analyst at the Walter Reed Medical Center in Washington, D.C. That training
greatly influenced the rest of his personal and professional life. This is reflected in his organizing skills,
as with geology field trips, and in coping with discomforts and physical challenges, also useful for field
work.
My first encounter with Dr. Cuffey was on a 1974 cross-country geology field trip that he co-led.
Because of his stint in the Army, I wondered, would the field trip be run like boot camp? Was there
going to be reveille each morning? The answer is no, it was manageable and fun, and in retrospect, it
probably was the geology course that impressed me the most. What a great way to study regional
geology. In February 2022 I spoke to the Harrisburg Area Geological Society. The title of my talk was
“Applied Paleontology.” A major concept was that of lithostratigraphic and biostratigraphic facies
changes of the Cretaceous from Kansas to Utah. This was a visual summary of our work on the 1974
cross-country trip. Many other topics in the talk relate to Roger Cuffey. It is because of his influence that
the talk was dedicated to him. I had hoped he would have attended my presentation.
One of his nongeology interests was loud rock music, such as that by The Who and others of that ilk.
At the 1980 GSA Northeastern Section Meeting, he reassured the audience that, regardless of the fossil
group, paleontology studies have a common question that is asked. His next slide showed The Who’s
album cover that asked “Who are you?” The normally stoic audience broke into laughter.
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He was an amazing source of information, both geological and otherwise. I once asked a historical
question about the Middle East and he gave a 25-minute recitation going back at least a thousand years.
At dinner two days before his death, I mentioned a misidentification of a planet. He gave the celestial
explanation as to why that identification was wrong.
His most recent big project was writing a monograph on Bermuda bryozoans. It was a compilation
of his and his students’ work in Bermuda. Unfortunately, time ran out for him and that never reached
fruition. What he did accomplish, however, was influencing a lot of people and traveling the world,
mostly in search of bryozoans. Some of that travel included trips to Russia, China, Australia,
Newfoundland, Bikini Atoll, and Antarctica.
Sadly, I have lost a mentor, a supporter, and a friend.
Editor’s Note. I, too, was Roger Cuffey’s advisee, and I will miss him greatly. He mentored my change
in focus in graduate school at Penn State from geomorphology to paleontology, advised me what courses
to take to bring me up to speed, and how to be a good paleontological field person. I will never forget
one of his field mottos, “A geologist knows no weather,” which completely dismayed me, but which I
well understood. It meant that I ended up collecting fossils in Kansas in August! Also interesting is that I
was one of only a few (if any!) of his students who did not study bryozoans. No matter my choice of
jobs, he advised and supported me. I considered him my life coach as well as my advisor. And regarding
his knowledge about seemingly every topic, several times a year I would receive post office or email
missives in which he explained various aspects of the modern world based on his experience in the army
and his life since then. My biggest surprise was when I received in the mail a long explanation of John
Denver’s song, “Take Me Home, Country Roads,” including an analysis of how West Virginia’s history
and geology may have affected the writing of this song. I am a John Denver fan, and I never knew that
Roger ever thought of John Denver, much less analyzed his songs. Roger was truly a polymath.
—Anne B. Lutz
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BUREAU NEWS

Staff Changes
The Pennsylvania Geological Survey has recently lost several of its staff members and longtime
geologists to retirement, the most recent being Stuart Reese and James Shaulis. We wish them well, and
we will miss their interesting personalities and geological insights. On the other hand, we welcomed
three new employees this quarter, and they are profiled below.
Christopher Oest. You may remember
Chris as a former intern assisting in
populating well records into WIS, the Well
Information System (now called the
Exploration and Development Well
Information Network, or EDWIN). He
returned to the bureau in January 2022 as a
senior geoscientist in the Stratigraphic
Studies section. Chris holds B.S. and M.S.
degrees in geology, both from Temple
University. Chris’s master’s thesis research
focused on the influence of fluvial
sedimentology and geomorphology on
paleosol development in the Catskill
Formation. Chris enjoys teaching, and
following graduate school, he spent a year
as an adjunct faculty member at West
Chester University of Pennsylvania and Temple University, where he taught introductory geology
courses for majors and general education students. Chris’s most recent work was as an environmental
consultant with Arcadis, where his primary responsibility was serving as a field geologist at a large
Department of Defense facility. He completed tasks such as groundwater and soil sampling for
delineation and compliance determination, and he provided technical feedback and recommendations to
project teams during the installation, operation, and maintenance of
remediation systems. Chris enjoys all things outdoors, especially
hiking with his wife, Rachel, and Labrador Retriever, Dale, watching
Philadelphia sports teams (for better or for worse), and listening to or
playing music.
Morgen Weiant. Morgen was hired as a geospatial specialist in
December 2021. She graduated from Lock Haven University of
Pennsylvania in 2017 with a B.S. degree in geology. Prior to being
employed by the commonwealth, Morgen spent several years as a
geospatial engineer for the Army National Guard, after which she
was a contractor assisting the military as a geospatial analyst
overseas. She enjoys hiking, traveling, and spending time with her
husband and three cats.
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Emily Parkovic. Emily started work at the Pennsylvania
Geological Survey in January 2022 and provides administrative
support. Previously, she worked at the Pennsylvania Higher
Education Assistance Agency (PHEAA) for 16 years (basically her
first “real” job after graduating from high school). She mainly
worked in leadership/supervisory roles overseeing Federal Loan
Consolidation and the Public Service Loan Forgiveness program.
When PHEAA chose not to renew its contract with the federal
government, she decided that she needed a drastic change in work,
resulting in her move to the bureau. So far, it has been the best
decision she has ever made!
She lives in the Grantville area, about five minutes from the
Hollywood Casino, with her husband Ron (with whom she will
celebrate their fifteenth wedding anniversary this year) and their two
kids, Milana (14), and Vinny (soon to be 10). They also have two pit
bulls named Nola and Duke.
Emily enjoys traveling, whether it be to the family cabin in Huntingdon, visiting her best friend,
who lives in Savannah, Ga., or to Mexico, which is where she and her husband were married. She also
enjoy visiting caves, Luray Caverns in Virginia being her favorite.
Interestingly, she is also a huge scary-movie fan! This is true to the extent that she has attended a
few conventions and met a few celebrities from the horror-movie world. Of these celebrities, George
Romero (director of “Night of the Living Dead” and a Pittsburgh native) is her favorite one.
When not traveling, Emily likes to spend time watching movies, television, and funny videos with
her kids. When it’s warm out, they enjoy having friends and family over for campfires in their backyard.
She enjoys cooking, especially Pennsylvania Dutch food (chicken pot pie, and chicken and waffles, are
her favorites).

RECENT PUBLICATIONS
Atlas Report (January 2022)
• Bedrock geology of the Farrandsville quadrangle, Clinton County, Pennsylvania (ZIP)
Progress Report (December 2021)
• Bedrock geologic map for part of the Entriken, Saxton, and Wells Tannery 7.5-minute
quadrangles, Bedford, Fulton, and Huntingdon Counties, Pennsylvania (ZIP)
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A Look Back in Time

An unidentified individual is seen here wading in Johnson Cave near McVeytown, Mifflin County
(in the area of the article beginning on page 3). The rope is most likely being used as a safety device and
also to measure the depth of the water and the length of the cave. This photograph was taken by bureau
geologist William O. Hickok, IV, in June 1932, during the cave’s dry season.
A special thank you goes to bureau geologist and cave enthusiast Katie Schmid for sharing her
knowledge of caving to provide some background information on this photograph.
To see more photographs from the bureau’s archives, please visit the library’s Historical
Photographs collection page.
—Jody Smale, Librarian
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Calling All Authors
Articles pertaining to the geology of Pennsylvania are enthusiastically invited.
Pennsylvania Geology is a journal intended for a wide audience, primarily within Pennsylvania, but
including many out-of-state readers interested in Pennsylvania’s geology, topography, and associated
earth science topics. Authors should keep this type of audience in mind when preparing articles.
Feature Articles: All feature articles should be timely, lively, interesting, and well illustrated. The
length of a feature article is ideally 5 to 7 pages, including illustrations. Line drawings should be
submitted as jpg files. Ensure that black and white drawings are not saved as color images.
Articles should be submitted as Microsoft Word files. Feature articles will be reviewed by at least
one bureau staff member. It is the author’s responsibility to obtain approval for use of any illustrations
that are copyrighted, including those taken from the Internet.
Earth Science Teachers’ Corner: Articles pertaining to available educational materials, classroom
exercises, book reviews, and other geologic topics of interest to earth science educators should be 1 to 2
pages in length and should include illustrations where possible.
Announcements: Announcements of major meetings and conferences pertaining to the geology of
Pennsylvania, significant awards received by Pennsylvania geologists, and other pertinent news items
may be published in each issue. These announcements should be as brief as possible.
Photographs: Photographs should be submitted as separate files and not embedded in the text of
the article. Please ensure that photographs as submitted are less than 10 inches wide in Photoshop or
equivalent. Also ensure that black and white photographs are not saved as color images.
Submittal: Authors may send their article and illustrations as
email attachments to RA-pageology@state.pa.us if the file sizes are
less than 6 MB. For larger sizes, please submit the files on CD–ROM
to the address given below. All submittals should include the author’s
name, mailing address, telephone number, email address, and the date
of submittal.
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This old house (now a business) was built with a
serpentinite facade (see article on page 14). It is located
at the corner of Clay and North Duke streets in
Lancaster and was built in 1890.
— Photograph by Stephen Shank
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